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The Perfect Crime 
It was perfect, it was absolutely perfect, Edmundo 
Castellian thought to himself as he watched the security 
tapes for the fifth time.  “I am so screwed” he said out 
loud as his mind raced for a possible solution. 
 
He rewound the tape and watched it again.  It showed 
him entering through the underground parking deck.  He 
said hello to the security guard.  A few minutes later he 
left the building in a car with superconductive black paint 
that was glowing white as the engine idled.  Then he 
showed his pass to the guard.  Just like that, it was gone. 
Billions of dollars of Aztechnology money.  Billions and 
billions.  Gone.  And whoever stole it looked like him the 
entire time.  He’d already analyzed the video.  He 
magnified every part he could find.  There were no extra 
wrinkles around his eyes where an actor might think no 
one would look.  The voice pattern matched his perfectly.  
It was all too perfect.  With that sort of perfection it could 
only be magic. 
 
Well not entirely perfect.  Whoever had done it hadn’t 
expected him to pull an all-nighter before the meeting 
making sure every last detail was perfect.  If the guard 
hadn’t said “Welcome Back Mr. Castellian” as he entered 
he would never have suspected anything and spent the 
past hour weeping instead of hacking into the security 
database to see what had happened. 
 
It was already 23:00.  The new car was going to be 
shown off at a sunrise meeting.  One of the marketing 
guys was trying to be clever.  “Well, we’re launching a 
new product based on the engine and we’re calling the 
car ‘the dawn’ so why not show it at sunrise.  It’ll be 
symbolic.  Impactful.”  It’ll be a bunch of sleepy investors 
and board members wondering why they were dragged 
out of bed at the crack of dawn to watch a glowing car, 
thought Edmundo. Or it would have been.  It had to be an 
inside job.  When he found out whom, he’d make sure 
that person would wish he were never born.  If he could 

just get through this he would make whoever did this pay.  
Oh how they would pay. 
 
Edmundo looked out of the window of his office to the 
work floor.  There was a multi-billion dollar gap right in the 
middle where the car ought to be.  In his mind he started 
to hear a voice screaming.  His voice proclaimed his 
innocence as the sound of saws entered warm flesh.  
Who was he kidding?!   Once the car was found missing, 
he wouldn’t be given the chance to proclaim his 
innocence.  He’d just be taken by security to the lower 
labs. And that would be it.  If he were lucky he’d be able 
to grab a gun from one of the guards and shoot himself 
before he reached the elevator.  It was his responsibility, 
it was his neck, and most importantly it was his face 
taking the car.  Even if it wasn’t   
 
He didn’t even know where the car was.  If he turned it 
on, whoever had it might know it was being looked for.  
Then anything could happen.  The problem was even if 
he found, he didn’t know how he would get it back.  He 
didn’t know people who could do that.  He worked on 
electronics and theories.  He was an engineer not a 
criminal. He didn’t even kn-.  But he did…now.  Eduardo, 
was barely a shadow of a memory from his childhood.  
Would his brother give a damn about a brother he hadn’t 
seen in ages?  Oh please let him give a damn.  As he 
reached for the phone he realized his hand was visibly 
shaking.  He had to punch in the numbers three times 
before finally getting it right.  Swallowing the lump in his 
throat he prayed to whoever was listening that his brother 
gave a damn about his life still. “Hello Eduardo.” 
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INTRODUCTION 
Lost and Found is a Shadowrun Missions 
campaign adventure.  This is the adventure 
portion of Lost and Found – the maps, player 
handouts, sample characters, and 
other playing aids are included in SRM01-
06B, Lost and Found Playing Aids. 
 
Preparing the Adventures 
Lost and Found is intended for use with 
Shadowrun, Third Edition, and all character 
and rules information refers to the third 
edition of the Shadowrun rules. The 
Shadowrun Gamemaster Screen is a 
recommended resource, since it contains all 
of the necessary tables organized for easy 
reference. 
Other books that gamemasters may find 
useful in running the adventure including the 
following: 

• Magic in the Shadows, which 
presents advanced magic rules for 
Shadowrun. A major NPC in the 
module uses magic, so these rules 
may be useful. 

• New Seattle provides an overview of 
the Seattle Metroplex during the 
2060s, including the downtown area 
where this scenario takes place. 
Gamemasters may find this a useful 
reference for background information 
on this area. 

• The Sprawl Survival Guide contains 
valuable background information 
about daily life in the 2060s. 

Gamemasters may also want access to the 
other advanced rulebooks of Shadowrun: 
Man & Machine (cyberware, bioware and 
other implants), Matrix (decking and 
computers), Rigger 3 (vehicles and drones) 
and Cannon Companion (weapons and 
gear). These books are useful, but not 
necessary, for running Lost and Found once 
you are familiar with any gear or abilities, 
which are used within this adventure. 

 
Adventure Structure 
Lost and Found consists of several scenes or 
encounters. Some of these form the basis of 
the adventure, which should be completed in 
approximately three and a half  hours. Extra 
scenes are also designed to allow certain 
archetypes to shine and have their moment 
of glory, so consideration should be given to 
the composition of the team when choosing 
them. Each scene outlines the most likely 
sequence of events, as well as how to 
handle unexpected twists and turns that 
inevitably crop up.  Each one contains the 
following subsections, providing 
gamemasters with all the information 
necessary to run it.  

• What’s Up, Chummer? provides a 
quick synopsis of the scenario’s 
action, allowing you to get a feel for 
the encounter at a glance. 

• Tell It To Them Straight is written to 
be read aloud to the players, 
describing what their characters 
experience upon entering the 
scenario. You should modify the 
narrative to suit the group and the 
situation, since the characters may 
arrive at the scenario by different 
means or under different 
circumstances than the text 
assumes. 

• Hooks describes the mood and helps 
set the stage for the encounter, 
pointing out different “staging tips” 
for the gamemaster to help make the 
scene come alive for the players. It 
also points out different plot twists or 
hidden things in the encounter the 
character might not notice right 
away. 

• Behind the Scenes covers the bulk 
of the scenario, describing what’s 
happening, what the non-player 
characters are doing, how they will 
react to the player characters’ 
actions and so forth. It also covers 
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the setting of the encounter, going 
over environmental conditions and 
other properties of the location as 
well as providing any necessary 
maps, descriptions of important 
items, and so on. 

• Pushing the Envelope looks at ways 
to make the encounter more 
challenging for experienced or 
powerful characters and other ways 
you can add some “extra spice” to 
the scenario to liven it up, if need be. 

• Debugging offers solutions to 
potential problems that may crop up 
during the encounter. While it’s 
impossible to foresee everything that 
a group of player characters might 
do, this section tries to anticipate any 
major problems and offer 
suggestions for dealing with them. 

 

Gamemastering the Adventure 
Gamemastering is more of an art than a 
science, and every gamemaster does things 
a bit differently. Follow your own style when it 
comes to preparing and running the 
adventure and do whatever you feel provides 
the best Shadowrun game you can for your 
players. Most Shadowrun Missions 
adventures are designed to run in a standard 
four to five hour convention time slot.  You 
should leave at least 15-20 minutes at the 
end of the time slot to complete any 
necessary paperwork and pass out the 
players’ “Debriefing Logs” (see below). This 
section offers some guidelines you may find 
useful in preparing to run Lost and Found. 

 
Step One: Read The Adventure 
Carefully read the adventure from beginning 
to end. In the case of a multi-part adventure, 
you may want to read all the parts from start 
to finish before you run the first part. This 
gives you a complete overview of the whole 
series and how events in the early 
adventures flow in to the later ones. Get a 

feel for the overall plot and what happens in 
each adventure. That way, if something 
different happens, you won’t be caught off 
guard and you can adapt things smoothly. 

 

Step Two: Take Notes 
Take notes for yourself while reading through 
the adventure that you can refer to later on. 
Possible things to note include: major plot 
points (so you can see them all at a glace), 
the names of various non-player characters, 
possible problems you notice, situations 
where you think a particular character can 
shine and other things you’ll want to keep in 
mind while running the adventure. 
 

Step Three: Know The Characters 
Prior to the start of the adventure, examine 
the characters’ record sheets and Debriefing 
Logs for your reference and have basic 
information about their important abilities 
handy so you can refer to it during play. Also 
go over the characters and keep their 
previous events listed on the Debriefing Logs 
in mind when determining non-player 
character actions in various scenarios if such 
a dynamic has been included. 
 

Step Four: Don’t Panic! 
Gamemastering involves juggling a lot of 
different things. Sometimes you drop the ball 
and forget something or you make a mistake. 
It happens, don’t worry about it. Nobody is 
perfect all of the time and everybody makes 
mistakes. Just pick up from there and move 
on. Your players will understand and forget 
about it once you get back into the action. 
 

General Adventure Rules 
Shadowrun Missions adventures use the 
rules presented in Shadowrun, Third Edition 
(SR3) and various sourcebooks for the 
game.  Special rules regarding the 
Shadowrun Missions campaign can be found 
online and downloaded for your 
convenience. 
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Non-Player Characters 
Non-player characters (NPCs) are essential 
to any adventure. They are the allies, 
antagonists and background characters in 
the adventure that interact with the player 
characters. NPCs can be found in the Cast of 
Shadows section. The NPCs should stand up 
to the average player character, but may 
need some adjustment to suit a particular 
group of characters, especially a more 
experienced and powerful group. The 
scenarios and NPC descriptions offer tips on 
adjusting the NPCs to suit the abilities of the 
characters in your group.  Take the player 
characters’ abilities into consideration when 
assessing the NPCs in this adventure and 
modify them accordingly. 
 
All NPCs are given Karma Pool (p. 246, SR3) 
and Professional Rating (p. 248, SR3) to 
help level them out against player 
characters. Note that some NPCs may have 
a variable Karma Pool or other attributes or 
abilities based on the composition of the 
team. 

 

Campaign Background 
Lost and Found is intended to be a 
standalone adventure in the campaign. 
There is not much of a background to the 
module other than what can be derived from 
the introduction story and the individual 
backgrounds for each of the characters 
detailing how they arrived at this point. 
 

Campaign Synopsis 
Shadowrun Missions allows players in 
remote areas as well as those that 
participate in convention events to be part of 
a worldwide Shadowrun campaign. Each 
player can use their character in any 
approved Shadowrun Missions adventure 
and earn karma and nuyen, just as if they 
were participating in a “home game”.  
 
While it is not important that a character 
participate in every single adventure, an 
attempt should be made to play them in 
chronological order. At the conclusion of 
each adventure, the character receives a 
“Debriefing Log” which outlines the actions 
that were taken by the character – some of 
these actions and their consequences are 
included in future adventures to create a 
more vibrant setting where a character can 
affect future results.  
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Plot Synopsis 
Mr. Jackson Rollo, the lead assistant to 

Edmundo Castellian stole 

Aztechnology’s newest prototype car, 

the Amanecer 5000.  Earning 

promotions can be a cutthroat business at 

Aztechnology. Unfortunately Mr. Rollo 

did a very good job to make it look like 

Edmundo took the car. 

 

Thankfully for Edmundo, Rollo wasn’t 

perfect when covering his tracks.  

Edmundo was able to find out about the 

theft and frame-up before tomorrow’s 

big meeting with the board of directors 

where he would unveil the prototype.  

Knowing his life would be forfeit if the 

company found out, he called his 

brother, Eduardo, and played the "blood 

is thicker than corporate politics" card to 

convince him to help him out.   

 

His brother put some feelers out, and 

called the PCs in to track it down and 

retrieve it.  He’s got a description of the 

car, and some GPS coordinates where it 

was last spotted.  He’ll suggest that the 

‘runners start there. 

 

Rollo hid the car with a gang of elf 

posers named the “Sidhe Devils.” They 

were told that a mole inside Aztech 

wanted to make sure that Aztech’s 

newest toy got into the “right” hands. 

They agreed to deliver it to Tir 

Tairngire.  In truth, Rollo simply wanted 

to get the car out of the way so he could 

recover it for the directors and be the 

hero.  He never thought that this tiny 

group of gangers might actually be able 

to get the car inside the Tir border in 

time.    

 

Heather, the leader of the Sidhe Devils, 

has some leads to get her to the border, 

but she’s waiting on a callback before 

she leaves.  That call won’t come until 

5:30 AM.  The PCs need to track her 

down before then.   

 

As an added complication, Rollo is 

planning on recovering the car with 

some flair.  He’s alerted a team of Jaguar 

Guards who will go in guns blazing to 

retrieve the car from the hapless gangers.  

This attack happens moments after the 

PCs come to an agreement with the 

Sidhe Devils. 
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Initial Contact 
What's Up Chummer?   

This section details the initial 

recruitment of the shadowrunners and 

leads them to the meeting with Eduardo 

"Lucien" Castellian. 

 

Tell it to Them Straight 

It’s 2:15AM when the comm rings.  The 

night had been slow, and you’d fallen 

asleep watching trid.  The ring startled 

you awake, and you launched soychips 

everywhere when you sat up to look for 

the phone.  Answering it, you spotted a 

familiar face, with a familiar smile on it.  

One you knew meant a job.   

 

Hooks 

The PCs are contacted by one of their 

contacts about a job. Ideally, the offer 

comes from a decker, but work with 

what you’ve got.  Try not to use any of 

the standard SRM NPCs (e.g. Fox, Joey, 

etc.) for the contact here. 

  

Behind the Scenes 

The contact has a lead on a job with 

a/another fixer. The meet is in Puyallup.  

They'll be in a black van parked at the 

corner of 3rd and West just outside Al's 

Stuffer Shack in an hour (3:15 AM). 

Move fast and come ready to work.  

 

The contact's name is Lucien.  He's a 

fixer looking for some runners in a 

hurry. He’s said that the work should be 

straightforward, but time is of the 

essence. The payment is 5,000¥ 

(xTR)each with 1,000¥(xTR) up front.  

He’ll be waiting inside a black van, 

knock on the rear doors.  

 

Eduardo (street name: Lucien) needed 

runners quickly to help his brother out.  

He sent out a call to the Shadowlands 

board and agreed to pay a heavy finders 

fee for any reliable runners they could 

show up on such short notice.  Edmundo 

is footing the bill, so he's not overly 

worried about blowing through what he 

sees as his brother's "blood money" from 

Aztechnology.  The deckers took up the 

call and they in turn contacted the PCs.  

With an hour, they have a chance to 

make a few phone calls about Lucien 

before they arrive.  The relevant 

information is in the Legwork section. 

 

Debugging 

If the players choose not accept the 

mission hand them their event log and 

ask them to leave.   
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Assignment from Lucien 
What's Up Chummer 

This section details the players getting 

the mission, their initial payment, and 

outline of the details. 

 

Tell it to them straight  

 

A five-meter tall neon sign of a fat man 

shoving a pie into his mouth dimly lights 

the corner of West and Third in 

Puyallup.  All but one of the streetlights 

are dark; victims of vandalism, stray 

gunfire, and neglect.  The blue light of 

the sign blends with the shadows from 

the streetlamp making the place seem 

darker than its unlit surroundings.  A 

black van with no plates waits under the 

working streetlamp. 

 

Behind the Scenes 

The setting should make the players a 

little wary.  Players can make a TN 4 

perception (hearing) test to realize that 

the normal nighttime noises for a 

rundown part of Puyallup are absent.  

The place is near silent except for the 

PC’s noises.   The PCs should spot each 

other shortly, but give them time to be 

suitably weirded out first.   

 

Lucien didn’t intentionally create this 

setting.  It is just a combination of an 

already quiet night, and the local 

gangers, who are the target of the 

mission, being sequestered in a garage 

preparing to leave with their find.  If you 

play music when you GM, horror movie 

background music might be appropriate. 

 

The van itself is a standard black 

Leyland-Rover Trans Electric Minibus 

(R3R p171).  The van has no extras and 

has been fairly stripped.  The back is 

empty of seating and equipment. There 

is no one in the front.  Lucien (see Cast 

of Shadows) is sitting in the body of the 

van waiting for the party to arrive.  He's 

currently unarmed and unarmored.  This 

is the result of a fatalist melancholy that 

has settled over him due to the conflict 

of interests he has to deal with between 

helping his brother and helping 

Aztechnology in any way.  He's decided 

to leave it in the hands of fate and has no 

qualms about injury, death, or dying at 

the hands of the PCs. Should the party 

decide to attack him treat him as though 

he has no dodge pool and no armor. 

 

He’ll try to have everyone meet inside 

the van.  If there is a troll in the party the 

meeting will take place outside.  The 

area is poor, rundown, and deserted 

enough that being overheard isn’t a risk. 

 

When everyone has arrived Lucien tells 

them the mission, the key points of 

which are listed below: 

 

• The job is to retrieve a stolen car 

named the Amenecer 5000.  He 

needs it undamaged before 5:00 AM.  

One hour and 45 minutes from now.  

Payment will be 5,000¥(xTR). 

• If they’re late, 6:00 AM at the latest, 

payment is halved to 2,500¥(xTR). 

• The car is a new model with a 

prototype engine.  It's colored a deep 

black.  He provides a picture of the 

car. 

• There's a bonus of 1,500¥(xTR) each 

if they can capture the thief. 

• Once the car is secured, call and he'll 

pick it up.  The time of the call 

determines pay. 

• The last GPS signal from the car, 

came from this location.  (And thus, 

the reason they’re meeting at “Al’s 

Stuffer Shack.”) 
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Common questions: 

 

Can we get money upfront? 

He'll pay 1,000¥(xTR) apiece in 

advance, subject to usual negotiations.  

 

Why the short time limit? 

This is the window he was given to get 

the job done. 

 

What will happen to the thief if we turn 

her in? 

That’s not their concern. 

Eat at Al’s 
What’s Up Chummer? 

This encounter is used if the players try 

to find out more about their Mr. Johnson 

after finding out about how his car was 

stolen by Heather. 

 

Tell it to Them Straight 

 

You exit Lucien’s van and watch it drive 

away.  You glance up at the neon blue 

fat man devouring his pie, and suppress 

a smile.  Maybe, this run’ll be a piece of 

pie.  Al’s Stuffer Shack looks like it has 

been closed for hours.  But, there’s still a 

light coming from the kitchen area. 

Perhaps someone who could be 

“persuaded” to help you is still around. 

 

Hooks 

This is the only lead the team has to start 

their search for the car. 

 

Behind the Scenes 

Al’s Stuffer Shack is quite obviously 

closed for the night.  The only lights 

from inside are coming from behind the 

closed door to the kitchen area.  The 

building is a pretty typical fast food 

joint.  There is a drive through, and the 

majority of the walls are constructed of 

bulletproof Plexiglas. (Barrier rating 4)  

Perception (4) will reveal security 

cameras inside the building that should 

record activities within the restaurant 

and the parking lot area.  The doors (also 

bulletproof Plexiglas) are sealed with 

Maglocks (rating 3). 

 

If the PCs make a ruckus, Al Preswick , 

the owner, will come out of the back of 

the kitchen to check the door.  Al’s a big 

Orc in his late 30’s (bald, out of shape, 

big beer gut).  He’ll be wearing a stained 

white apron, and be carrying an old 
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baseball bat.  He’ll be confrontational 

towards the runners, but has no combat 

skills to back this up.(Give him your best 

Brooklyn accent.  Play him full of 

bluster.) 

 

If the players offer any sort of a bribe, or 

any amount of flattery, Al will quickly 

become cooperative.  If they return his 

confrontational attitude, he won’t be 

willingly cooperative. Al remembers the 

car and the driver, but never saw him 

before and doesn't know anything about 

him.  His personal information is still 

stored on Al's scanner. Of course, the 

players will need to think of a way to 

hack it without Al noticing.  The 

credstick scanner is rating 3.  

 

Either by questioning Al or by reviewing 

the security films (Electronics (3)) from 

earlier in the evening, they’ll be able to 

identify pictures of the car, Bennett and 

Heather. Stills of all of these can be 

easily extracted from the security camera 

system once the images are found.  

Asking Al or an Area Knowledge/Gang 

Identification (5) test will identify the 

gang colors as the Sidhe Devils. 

 

The important part of the security tapes 

are as follows: They’ll see Heather 

accept the car keys from a corporate suit.  

The suit will walk out of view of any of 

the cameras.  Bennett will pop the hood, 

and rummage under it briefly.  Then, 

Heather and Bennett will drive off in the 

flowing car. 

 

Al has seen Heather and Bennett around, 

and knows of the Sidhe Devils.  He saw 

them take the car tonight, and thought it 

was a sort of job that was more 

complicated than they’d normally be 

involved in.  He’ll mention how he saw 

the car drive off, and how brightly it was 

glowing when it did.  He is not aware of 

the location of their hideout.  He doesn’t 

think highly of them, but as far as 

gangers go, they’re not all that bad. 

 

If the runners run the license plate on the 

car, they’ll discover that the owner is 

Edmundo Castellian.  His address is in 

Huitzilopochtli Plaza outside the 

Aztechnology pyramid.  It is considered 

Aztlan land.  If players decide to 

confront Lucien about this he will 

summarize the story of his parent's 

deaths and his brother's kidnapping and 

later rediscovery. 

 

If the runners try to find images of 

Rollo, they’ll be unable to identify him.  

None of the cameras got a good look at 

him, and he was wearing a hat and a coat 

that seemed to help conceal his identity. 

 

If the runners search the parking lot, on a 

Perception (6) test, they’ll find a small 

(6” square) broken piece of electronics 

with an Aztechnology logo stamped on 

it.  An Electronics (4) test will identify it 

as a GPS locator beacon.  It looks like it 

was forcibly removed, and is clearly 

nonfunctional. 

 

Edmundo is not in his apartment. 

Currently he is in the pyramid trying to 

make ways to cover up the mistake and 

buy time in case the runners are late with 

their return or they fail.  They can 

attempt to break into his apartment but 

it's a heavily guarded Aztechnology 

community and breaking in on the fly 

will be next to impossible. 

 

Pushing the Envelope 

There are two basic approaches for 

making things ugly here.   
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The first option is that Al manages his 

security through the local Mafia.  If the 

‘runners start to make a scene, then 

they’ll be interrupted by the sound of the 

drive through buzzer going off.  

Glancing at the security cameras will 

reveal a limousine.  It seems that Capo 

Maurice “Butcher” Bigio (NS p 98) has 

a thing for Al’s Soyburgers.  That’s his 

limo and bodyguards in the drive 

through.  They’ll be disappointed if they 

discover that the PCs have done 

something to hurt someone under their 

protection.   

 

The second option is that, in spite of a 

location in the Puyallup barrens, Al 

actually has a connection with Lone 

Star.  Most likely, he keeps the grill 

running and gives complimentary 

Soyburgers out to any cops that feel like 

stopping by.   

 

Debugging 

If there are no team members with 

Electronics skill, they’ll need to work 

with Al to look through the video 

footage.  If Al can’t cooperate with 

them, they may need to take the data 

from the security system to another 

contact.  This could get very time 

consuming, keep close track of how long 

the runners take, since this scenario 

depends so closely upon time limits. 

The Auto Shop 
What's Up Chummer? 

This section is an overview of the shop 

and how the NPCs will respond to 

various approaches. 

 

Hooks 

The Sidhe Devils are holed up in an 

abandoned gas station. The pumps are 

dry and most of the equipment has long 

since rusted out.  One of the cars lifts has 

been jury-rigged to work again.  

Heather’s original plan was to let 

Bennett strip the car, and leave whatever 

couldn't be sold in pieces for Rollo to 

find.  (He found the car’s tracking 

beacon and deactivated it before they left 

Al’s.)  This was scrapped when he found 

the unusual technology of the car. 

 

If the players have not interfered with 

the gang in some way at 5:30 AM, the 

gang will have completed their 

preparations and begin to go, leading to 

some very quick improvisation on the 

players part if they were not expecting 

this.  This will be an even bigger 

problem given that the prototype is able 

to outpace almost anything on the road. 

 

Behind the Scenes 

 

The garage is a small affair.  It's a simple 

three-pump garage left over from the 

1950's.  The place is in bad repair, but it 

still keeps most of the rain out.  It is 

comprised of a cashier box/office 

connected to a repair bay. 

 

The office part is 7m x 7m x 2m with a 

2m x 2m x 2m non-working bathroom in 

the northeast corner.    The southern wall 

is only an empty window frame.  The 

garage is larger than the office.  It's 12m 

x 12m x 10m and shares half of the 
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eastern wall with the office portion.  The 

garage doors are missing.  The roof has 

collapsed in a 2m x 4m area along the 

western wall.  The car is suspended on 

the only working lift. 

 

A woman stands in the office near the 

open window frame. Two men are 

patrolling on the north and south sides of 

the building. Their routes run in parallel 

so if they don't meet up at the ends of the 

building they know something is wrong 

and will raise the alarm. The remaining 

gangers are in the garage with Heather 

and Bennett. Everyone is tense and 

frightened.   

 

Heather has 3 watchers patrolling in a 

circle 40 meters out from the center of 

the garage to let her know about any 

intruders into the area. 

 

The ceiling is fragile. If anyone 

weighing more then 60kg attempts to 

stay on the roof that portion of the roof 

will collapse under the person.  If they 

are within reach of one of the walls they 

can make a reaction test TN 6 to grab 

onto the wall.  Lower the TN by 2 if they 

indicated they were expecting the roof to 

collapse.  If they land in the middle of 

the roof they don't get a reaction test 

since there is nothing they could grab 

onto that would support them.  

 

The gangers have Harley-Davidson 

Scorpions (SR3 p308).  The bikes are in 

the front.  The bikes are stolen, stripped, 

in poor repair and don’t run that well. 

They still work, but would fence for 

5,000¥ for all of them.  Heather and 

Bennett plan to leave their bikes behind 

on the upcoming ride. The gangers 

spend until 5:30AM mapping out the 

fastest, safest, way to Tir Tairngire.  At 

that time, Heather will call out to the 

gang to mount up. Within 2 minutes they 

will be on the road with the car.  

 

The car’s driver side window is open. 

The Aztechnology corporate logo is 

everywhere on the inside of the car, but 

nowhere on the outside. Anyone looking 

into the car from the open window will 

see the logos.  See Cast of Shadows for 

more information on the car. 

The Charismatic Approach 

The guards are punks that haven't even 

been blooded.  They don't have a shoot 

first and ask questions later mentality. If 

someone approaches in a non-

threatening manner, they'd be willing to 

listen.  Their most likely reaction will be 

to take intruders to see Heather.   

 

Heather is reasonable.  She’ll cast 

analyze truth, and react appropriately to 

the ‘runners actions.  She'll start off 

asking if they work for Aztechnology. 

There are three likely outcomes.  If it 

comes down to a discussion, she’ll 

explain that she got the car from a corp 

suit earlier tonight at Al’s Stuffer Shack.  

He asked her to hold onto the car for him 

for a few hours.  She’d decided to take 

her own initiative on it once she realized 

how much it was worth.  She’ll explain 

her plans, and ask for their help. 

 

Purchasing the car:  If they present 

themselves in a reasonable manner she'll 

be willing to take money and a promise 

of anonymity instead of the bloodshed.  

The starting price for buying the car 

back is 15,000¥(*TR), subject to usual 

negotiation. As long as it hurts Aztech, 

she's okay with it. 

 

Extorting the car: If the PCs portray 

themselves as working with 

Aztechnology, they'll be in a position to 
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force Heather’s cooperation with the 

bluff.  Similarly, if they demonstrate 

they would have no problem 

overpowering her gang then it's also 

likely she'll give up the car to avoid 

bloodshed.  However she can only be 

pushed so far.  Even under the threat of 

death she'll insist that her gang members 

be allowed to go free.  She'll turn herself 

over if they force her, but if they don't 

allow the other gangers to go free, 

violence will erupt.  She’d rather die 

than see them all suffer Aztech’s torture.   

If she needs to, she has three expendable 

rating 2 health fetishes to offer as a 

bribe.  

 

The Direct Approach 

The Sidhe Devils are mostly punk kids.  

If more than half of them go down or 

Heather and Bennett go down, the rest 

will flee.  Heather and Bennett won’t go 

down without a fight if they think that 

Aztechnology is capturing them.  They 

won’t surrender, preferring to die rather 

than suffer the tortures of an angry 

Aztech. 

 

Siding with the gangers 

It's possible that when the PCs realize 

they are working for Aztechnology, they 

will side with Heather. Heather will 

explain that they didn't know what the 

car was when they stole it. Bennett 

found out it ran on some new engine, 

and she thinks that by giving this to the 

Tir she'll be able to get some cred with 

them.  She wishes to take it to Tir 

Tairngire before Aztechnology sends 

squads after it.  She knows that the car 

has a tracking device, but she's not sure 

why it has not been activated yet. 

 

If the players ask for a bribe or 

compensation for their lost cash if they 

let her go she can give them three rating 

2 Health fetishes now.  Simply note 

which three players get them in the 

Mission Notes section of the mission 

record. If they agree to help her, she'll 

agree to make each of them three 

expendable fetishes once she's safe.  

(See the Heather contact sheet.)   

 

In either event Heather will be glad to 

take on the brunt of the enmity of 

Aztechnology, telling only a select few 

about the shadowrunners who helped her 

escape, and telling everyone else that the 

Sidhe Devils overpowered them and 

escaped on their own.   
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Jaguars Come Stalking 

What's Up Chummer   

This encounter is Rollo’s move to 

recover the car from the Sidhe Devils.  If 

the gang is alive and on friendly terms 

with the PCs then they’ll help the 

players in the fight. If not, this could be 

a three-way firefight for the team.  Either 

way, it triggers the moment that things 

are resolved with the Sidhe Devils at the 

garage. 

 

Tell it to Them Straight 

Ahh, that moment of perfect pastoral 

tranquility.  That ever-so-rare feeling 

you get at the center of your being with 

the end of a successful Shadowrun.  The 

one where you know things have gone 

perfectly, and you’ll be raking in the 

dough in moments.  No, wait, that’s 

indigestion from those damned fish tacos 

you had on the way to the meet. 

 

And there’s something else, something 

doesn’t feel quite right.  That’s when the 

electronically amplified voice opens up, 

“This is Lt. Jose Ramirez of the Aztlan 

Jaguar Guards.  We have the garage 

surrounded.  We have reason to believe 

that you have a piece of stolen corporate 

equipment inside with you.  Please 

throw down your weapons and exit with 

your hands up.  You have 30 seconds 

before we attack.” 

 

Hooks 

Rollo discovered that a complication 

might prevent him from recovering the 

car.  (Either the PCs or Heather’s drive 

to the Tir) He’s decided to hedge his bets 

by tipping off a squad of Jaguar guards 

about the car’s location. 

 

Behind the Scenes 

A firefight is the most likely result of the 

Jaguar Guards’ arrival. Negotiation is 

unlikely, but be flexible. It is possible to 

dazzle them with corporate politics or 

possibly get them into a phone 

conversation with Lucien. The Jaguars 

can’t be bribed.  

 

Otherwise, The Jaguars will start off by 

firing gas grenades into the garage.  

After that, they’ll try to pick off the PCs 

as they exit the cover of the garage.  If 

the TR merits a Jaguar guard combat 

mage, the mage will be allocating all 

available sorcery dice to spell defense.   

 

Pushing the Envelope 

Use your best judgment here.  The 

Jaguar Guards are elite troops.  Don’t try 

to kill off the party, but if you feel that 

they can handle more than the 

recommended number, add in more.  If 

you feel it is appropriate to use the 

Combat Shaman for more than just spell 

defense, do so.  For full “balls to the 

wall” effect, give them an Ares 

Citymaster and a rigger. 

 

Debugging 

 

If the PCs decide to cooperate and turn 

the car in, that’s pretty much the end of 

the scripted run.  They’ll be taken 

prisoner by Aztechnology, and brought 

to the plaza for questioning.  They will 

be unable to turn the car in to either 

Lucien, and only receive role-playing 

karma.  Run them through a grand 

inquisition run by Aztech security, and 

torment them in whatever feels best for 

as much time as feels appropriate. 
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Following the Leader 
(Optional) 
What's up Chummer:  

This section describes what to do if the 

players decide to follow Heather to Tir 

Tairngire.  This is basically a time-filler 

encounter.  If there’s time left to burn 

and the team has decided to side with the 

Sidhe Devils run this as you see fit. 

 

Tell it to Them Straight 

So, this is it.  Somehow you found 

yourselves persuaded to pass up a 

payday to escort an elf maiden <snort> 

out of the big city into the wilderness.  

You sure you’re cut out for this biz, 

chummer? 

Heather cranks up the Amenecer, and it 

purrs to life.  The gloss black exterior 

suddenly begins to glow like a spotlight.  

She pulls it out of the garage, and heads 

out with the Sidhe Devils whooping and 

hollering behind her.  You steer your 

way into place at the back of the column. 

 

Behind the Scenes:   

Heather is first taking the car to her 

mentor, a wolf shaman elf named Tarn.  

He has some connections within the Tir.   

His neighborhood is in a better part of 

Puyallup and Lonestar will respond to 

trouble there.   When they reach him, 

he'll call his contacts inside the Tir who 

will arrange for a GMC Banshee from 

Telestrian Industries to pick them up a 

mile outside the Salish border at specific 

coordinates. 

 

They may choose to escort Heather to 

the Telestrian pick up.  If the PCs have 

contacts or a plan to cross the Salish 

border, use them.  Otherwise, Tarn will 

have a contact with the border guards.   

 

The Telestrian crew will take Tarn, 

Heather, the car, and the gangers into 

protective custody until their story can 

be verified.   At this point Heather will 

thanks the PCs for their help but explain 

that she doesn't know when she'll be able 

to leave and doesn't want to be 

responsible for them as well. 

 

If an ambush is attempted while they are 

in the car, running will be the Heather’s 

first tactic.  She'll order the gangers to 

get behind her and hold them off while 

she and Tarn speed away.  Note that the 

car is a two-door, two-seater so the other 

Sidhe Devils are riding along on Harley-

Davidson Scorpions. 

 

Pushing the Envelope 

If there’s time to burn add in an 

incidental fight (gangers, Lone Star, 

Salish Border Patrol) on the road.  Keep 

in mind the time of day (6AM?) and the 

amount of time left in your adventure 

slot.   

 

Debugging 

This should be a fairly straightforward 

encounter.  If the PCs decide it’s a good 

idea to mix things up with either Tarn, 

the Salish Border guards, or the 

Telestrian agents use your best 

judgment.  Assume that Tarn is a level 

2+TR initiate.  Assume the border 

guards are elite troops armed at least as 

well as the Jaguar guards.  Additional 

guards in Yellowjackets should be able 

to respond to a skirmish in minutes. 
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Legwork 
What's Up Chummer?   

This section deals with the various ways 

in which the players can gather 

information about the mission. 

 

Blueprints:   

In order to obtain blueprints of the 

garage the player or an appropriate 

contact must succeed at a TN 4+TR 

computer check, for contacts in city hall 

reduce the difficulty to TN 3+TR. (See 

Handout) 

One success retrieves the blueprints in 

an hour.  Each additional success cuts 

the retrieval time by 10 minutes. 

 

Lucien: 

Etiquette: Street 4 

1 A fixer who's an immigrant from 

Aztlan. 

2 He's has a known hatred of 

Aztechnology and often says 

how he would like nothing more 

then to see them crumble and 

fall. 

3 He supposedly got the scar on his 

cheek from when an Aztlan death 

squad destroyed his hometown.  

He was shot and left for dead. 

4 Lucien is of course his running 

name.  He says he picked it 

because of his family. 

5 He specializes in ‘hooder style 

jobs and runs against Aztech. 

Note: Information on Lucien's brother or 

the Johnson who hired him is not 

available.  The majority of their 

transaction was held in a secure location, 

and Eduardo does not talk about his 

brother. 

 

The Car: (Street Side) 

Etiquette: Street Contacts 4 

1 Some suit was driving this wiz 

car through the Puyallup Barrens 

a couple hours ago.  

2 You couldn’t miss it.  The thing 

fraggin’ glowed like a spotlight. 

3 I saw him hand the keys off to an 

elf girl ganger, quite a looker.  

The suit got into a waiting cab 

afterwards. 

4 Now that you mention it, she was 

wearing Sidhe Devils colors. 

 

The Car: (Corporate Side) 

Etiquette: Corporate Contacts 4 

1 Rumor has it somebody heisted a 

prototype car off of 

Aztechnology. 

2 Not just any prototype, chummer, 

this thing has some kind of new 

engine. 

3 Seems the Azzies are sinking 

money into alternate fuels. 

4 Interesting.  There’s an Aztech 

Board of Directors meeting at 

8AM, at their testing track.  

That’s just a few hours off. 

 

 

Sidhe Devils: 

Etiquette: Street 6   

Contacts within The Ancients reduce the 

etiquette TN by 2. 

1 A small gang of elf posers in 

Puyallup. 

2 They like to hang out in some of 

the more rundown areas of 

Puyallup.  They tend to leave the 

locals alone for the most part 

sticking to petty vandalism and 

theft. 

3 The gang usually consists of 5-7 

humans trying to pass as elves.  

They’re led by an elf named 

Heather and her boyfriend, 

Bennett.  
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4 They don't seem to have much in 

terms of weaponry, nothing 

heavier than pistols.  Their base 

of operations seems to be a burnt 

out garage.  (Provides address.) 

5 Heather is an altruist who’s been 

seen trying to get Tir Tairngire to 

acknowledge her existence. 

6 Heather is a dog shaman.  

 

Picking up the pieces: 

 
AWARDING KARMA 

 
Obtain the car from the Sidhe 

Devils without violence  
1 point 

Allow the gangers to be 

slaughtered by the Jaguar 

Guard  

(-1) 

point 

Delivering the Amanecer 

5000, intact, to Lucien  
1 point 

OR  

Deliver the Amanecer 5000 to 

Tir Tairngire  
2 points 

 

 

Individuals may be awarded Good 

Karma as per the core rules for 

exceptional role-playing, brilliant ideas 

or plans which help the team 

significantly, or other situations, up to a 

maximum of 3 points. 

 

The maximum Good Karma award for 

this adventure is therefore 6 points. 

 

Characters gain Lucien as a contact if 

they turn the undamaged car in as agreed 

upon.  

 

Players gain Heather as a contact if they 

help her escape to Tir Tairngire with the 

car. 

 

There is an unusual side bonus for the 

contacts used to set up the run.  

Aztechnology will be grateful for their 

initiative in accomplishing this task "all 

by themselves".  They will reward this 

contact accordingly who in turn will feel 

gratitude to the person who arranged all 

this.  If the person was a level one 

contact they will increase to level 2.  

Level 2 and higher contacts are 
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unaffected.  All players with the contact 

gain the increase.  Note the name of the 

contact and the increase in the notes 

section of the play record of the affected 

player(s).  (NOTE: Obviously, this does 

not apply, if the car is not returned to 

Aztechnology, or if it is badly damaged.) 

 

Debugging 

Changing the Price:  It’s very possible 

that once the players determine what 

they have, they’ll want to increase the 

pay. This is subject to usual negotiations.  

 

Turning in Heather:  If the team turns 

Heather over to Lucien, they’ll need to 

incapacitate her in some way.  Lucien 

will seem almost disappointed that he 

has to deal with her, but will pay them as 

previously negotiated. 

 

Selling to the Highest Bidder:  It's 

possible after defeating Heather and her 

gang they may want to keep the car or 

sell it to another company. Any 

shadowrunner should know that the car 

is too flashy to keep for themselves. 

  

If they try to sell the car, any AAA corp 

will be glad to take it from them.  Any 

corp lower than AAA won't risk 

Aztech's ire.  If they sell it, they will 

receive the handouts labeled “A 

Corporate Favor” and “Enemy: 

Aztechnology.”  Make sure to note that 

these were given on the Mission Record 

Sheets for any characters involved. 

Cast of Characters 
Some NPCs may be adjusted based on 

the composition of the player characters 

at the table. To reflect this adjustment, a 

value known as the Table Rating (TR) is 

used. The TR value can be used to 

increase the number of opponents, 

various attributes, skills, or pools, or 

whatever else is necessary to pose a 

challenge to the player characters.  

 

The TR value can be determined by the 

predominate makeup of the table’s 

characters, or by finding the average of 

all the characters by adding up their 

Total Career Good Karma and dividing 

by the number of players. Then consult 

the chart below to determine the class of 

the table based on where the average 

Karma fits. 

 

The TR value is based on the following: 

 

TR Class  Karma Range 

1 Green  0 - 19 

2 Streetwise  20 - 49 

3 Professional  50 - 89 

4 Veteran  90 - 149 

5 Elite  150 - 249 

6 Prime Runner  250 + 
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Eduardo "Lucien" Castellian 

 
B Q S C I W E R 

2 4 2 4 6 6 5.84 5 

 

Relevant skills: 

Pistols(QCK) [6] 

Negotiation(CHA) [6] 

Etiquette(CHA)/Matrix [2/4]  

Etiquette(CHA)/Street [2/4] 

 

Cyberware: Datajack 

Bioware: Mnemonic Enhancer 

Talents: Data acquisition, bypassing security. 

 

Key Gear :  Ares Predator, Leyland-Rover Trans 

Electric Minibus.  

 

Lucien is a human male of Aztlan 

decent.  He wears a black duster as well 

as a black t-shirt and jeans.  A bullet 

hole scar in his right cheek mars his 

features.  The exit wound is in the back 

of his neck near the spinal cord, hidden 

by mid-back length black hair pulled 

into a ponytail.  He speaks with only the 

slightest trace of the Spanish accent of 

his Aztlan heritage.  He has dark eyes 

and a patient, unflappably calm 

demeanor, as befitting someone who has 

accepted the possibility that he may be 

awaiting his own death.  His only 

cyberware is a datajack in the back of his 

neck and some bioware to enhance in 

intelligence. 

Following a somewhat twisted 

code of honor; Lucien is very open about 

"not being in it for the money".   

 His father was captured when he 

was 8 during an Aztechnology 

experimental subject acquisition drive, 

from which he and his mother managed 

to escape.  During the suppression of a 

rebel insurgence when he was 15 he 

watched his mother get shot before he 

was shot in the mouth himself and left 

for dead.   His brother was able to nurse 

him back to health.  Aztechnology later 

captured his brother in another 

acquisition drive 5 years later.  Ever 

since then he has had a growing hatred 

of Aztech in his heart and will do 

anything he can to seem them injured if 

even in the smallest way. 

  His only exception in this regard 

is his brother Edmundo.  Since he saved 

his life he still feels he owes him a life 

debt even if he has gone over to "the 

dark side.” How far this debt can be 

pushed is something neither brother has 

tested.  They had a falling out when he 

went to work for Aztechnology and have 

only recently started speaking again, 

though Lucien often keeps an eye on his 

brother's activities, though Edmundo 

does not know it. 

 Lucien follows a very rigid code 

of honor and will rarely break a promise 

unless the person responsible has already 

broken a promise to him.  Even then 

depending on the circumstances he may 

understand the reasoning behind it and 

allow the infraction to slide.  He took his 

name from The Alexander Dumas novel 

The Corsican Brothers, viewing himself 

as the "bandit" brother, even though he 

and Edmundo are not twins. 
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Heather 
 

B Q S C I W E M R 

2 4 1 6 5 6 6 6 4 

Initiative: 4 +1D6  

Pools: Combat 7 Spell 5 Karma 2 

Pro Rating: 2/semi-trained 

Armor: Leathers (0/2) 

Gear (known):  Ares Predator, Harley-Davidson 

Scorpion, Force 2 Expendable Healing Fetish 

Key skills: 

Pistols 3, Aura Reading 5, Conjuring 6, Sorcery 

6, Etiquette 4,  Gang Identification 3 

Cyberware: None 

Spells: Armor 5, Detect Enemies 4, Influence 3, 

Powerbolt 4, Manabolt 5, Physical Mask 3, 

Analyze Truth 5, Treat 5, Compel Truth 5 

Talents: Talismongering. 

 

An accomplished dog shaman, Heather 

is very difficult to dissuade from a task 

once she has set her mind to it.  Leader 

of the Sidhe Devils elf-poser gang, she 

tends to see Tir Tairngire through rose-

colored glasses, aspiring to join the 

elven nation though they refuse to have 

her. 

 

 

Sidhe Devils 

 
Gangers (5 guys, 2 girls) 

B Q S C I W E R 

4 4 3 3 2 3 5.0 5 

Initiative : 3 + 2D6 Pools: Combat 4 Karma 1 

Pro Rating: 1/Average 

Attack: SMG AK 97: 6M 

Armor: Synth Leathers (0/1) 

Gear : SMG AK 97 Smartgun, Smartlink, 2 

ammo clips., Boosted Reflexes 1 

Other: Cosmetic surgery to give them a more elf 

like appearance.   

Key Skills : Bike/Harley Scorpions 4/6, Bike 

B/R 2, Stealth 3, Unarmed Combat 4, 

Submachine Gun/AK 97 3/5 

 

Bennett 

B Q S C I W E R 

5 7 3 5 4 5 4.8 5 

Initiative : 5 + 2D6 Pools: Combat 8 Karma 1 

Pro Rating: 2/Semi-trained 

Attack: SMG AK 97: 6M 

Armor: Leathers (0/2) 

Gear : SMG AK 97 Smartgun, Smartlink, 

Datajack, 2 ammo clips, Boosted Reflexes 1 

Other: Low-light vision   

Skills : Intimidation 3, Bike/Harley Scorpions 

5/7, Bike B/R 6, Electronics 5, Stealth 3, 

Unarmed Combat 6, Submachine Gun/AK 97 

4/6 
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Jaguar Guard 
 

Troopers (2+TR) 

B Q S C I W E R 

5 6 6 3 5 6 1 5(9) 

 

Initiative : 9 + 3D6 Pools: Combat 8 Karma 2 

Pro Rating: 4/Veteran 

Attack: Ares Alpha AR: 8M; Neurostun VIII 

Grenades: 6S Stun 

Armor: Medium Security (6/5) 

Gear : Ares Alpha, Smartlink 2, Wired 

Reflexes(2)Datajack, 2 ammo clips, 8 grenades 

Other: Low-light vision   

Skills : Armed Combat 4, Demolitions 3, 

Etiquette(Corporate) 3, Assault Rifles 6, Stealth 

4 

 
Combat Shaman (if TR>2) 

B Q S C I W E M R 

3 4 2 1 5 5 6 6 4 

 

Initiative : 4 + 1D6 Pools: Combat 7 (9)Spell 8 

Karma 2 

Pro Rating: 4/Veteran 

Attack: Browning Max Power: 9M 

Armor: Armor Jacket (5/3) 

Gear : Browning Max Power, 2 ammo clips, 

Sustaining Spell Focus (Force 2, Armor 4 

successes), Sustaining Spell Focus (Force 2, 

Combat Sense, 4 Successes) 

Skills : Conjuring 3, Etiquette(Corporate) 4, 

Pistols 3, Sorcery 6, Stealth 4 

Spells: Armor 4, Mana Bolt 4, Combat Sense 4, 

Stun Ball 5
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Amanecer 5000 
Hand: 2/7 Speed: 380 Accel: 21 Body: 3 Armor: 0 

Sig: 2 Auto: 0 Pilot: - Sensor: 2 Cargo: 5 

Load: 50 Seating: 2 Entry: 2 Fuel: EC Econ: 24km/l 

 

The car is built like a speed test track car.  It has a body made of a bronze steel alloy 

covered with dikote that acts like a superconductor.  The wheels are a titanium steel alloy 

and covered in dikote as an insulator. 

 

The car can do up to 380 on a highway, but is limited to 80 in city driving due to the 

normal constraints of city driving.  It hasn’t been fully rated for speed yet so the upper 

limits of the engine are unknown at this time.  Tracking the car is not a problem.  The 

engine’s excess current runs through the outer frame of the car that makes it glow a 

whitish blue when turned on.  The glow is obvious from 150m meters away.  The 

electrical current running through the car has several added benefits.   

 

Water vapor in the air is broken into its component atoms by the current recharging the 

fuel supply as it goes. Hydrogen gets fed back into the fuel canister to regenerate the 

power source.  The oxygen gets shunted into the car.   

 

The voltage output is large, but the resistance is too high to make this a real danger to 

anyone touching it.  Touching it gives a mild electrical shock like dragging your feet 

along the carpet and touching a metal doorknob.  

 

The windows are specially tinted so as not to disrupt the cars conductivity and function as 

one-way mirrors preventing anyone from seeing in.  The windows themselves are made 

from synthetic diamond.  


